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Kaikeyi
Vaishnavi Patel 

A princess uses her exiled
mother’s magical texts to
transform herself into a warrior
and queen but must decide
what her legacy should be.

The Daughter of Doctor Moreau
Silvia Moreno-Garcia

Carlota Moreau grows up 
on her father’s estate in the
Yucatán, surrounded by his
monstrous experiments 
and secrets.

A Master of Djinn
P. Djèlí Clark

Part of the Dead Djinn
universe, Agent Fatma el-
Sha'arawi of the Ministry of
Alchemy, Enchantments and
Supernatural Entities must
uncover the roots of a
mystery consuming an
alternate Cairo. 

Project Hail Mary
Andy Weir

Ryland Grace wakes up
millions of miles from Earth,
with two dead crewmates, a
deadly scientific mystery that
threatens our entire species
and no memories.

Babel: Or the Necessity 
of Violence: An Arcane 
History of the Oxford
Translators’ Revolution 
R.F. Kuang

Orphan Robin Swift trains in
magic at Oxford, until he
learns that doing so will force
him to betray his homeland.

Black Sun
Rebecca Roanhorse

Disgraced captain Xiala
transports a young man to the
holy city of Tova—a young
man with a destiny. 

Far From the Light of Heaven
Tade Thompson

A deadly mystery unfolds on a
colony ship that will have
repercussions reaching back
to Earth itself. 



The Kaiju Preservation Society
John Scalzi

Delivery driver Jamie Gray 
is recruited by an old
acquaintance to join an animal
protection society and is
shocked to learn that the
animals in question are in fact
dinosaur-like monsters—Kaiju—
from an alternate dimension. 

A Deadly Education
Naomi Novik

The first book in the
Scholomance Trilogy, where El
Higgins must learn to survive
school or die trying—without
destroying her classmates in
the process with her dark
magic. 

In the Watchful City
S. Qiouyi Lu

Extrasensory human Anima is
tasked with protecting the city
of Ora, until a mysterious
outsider brings knowledge
that calls her entire purpose
into question.

Sisters of the Vast Black 
Lina Rather

The first book in the Our Lady
of Endless Worlds series, the
nuns of the Order of Saint
Rita discover a deadly threat
to humanity’s far-flung
colonies, originating from the
very authorities they are
meant to serve. 

The Ballad of Perilous Graves
Alex Jennings

Perilous Graves must track
down the nine songs of power
that have escaped the piano
at the heart of a fantasy New
Orleans before the city is
destroyed by the Haint of 
All Haints. 

Goliath
Tochi Onyebuchi

As humans begin to abandon
Earth for space colonies,
those left behind must eke
out an existence even as their
neighborhoods are being
cannibalized by 
space gentrifiers.

The Forever Sea 
Joshua Phillip Johnson

After the death of her
grandmother, Kindred
Greyreach must follow in her
footsteps to discover the truth
of the darkness beneath the
Forever Sea.

You Sexy Thing 
Cat Rambo

Retired admiral Niko Larson
would be content running the
restaurant she and her former
unit opened together, but not
every enemy is content to let
old soldiers live peacefully. 

Gideon the Ninth
Tamsyn Muir

The first book in the Locked
Tomb series, Gideon the Ninth
is a dark, epic space fantasy
with a brutal sense of humor.

Master of Poisons
Andrea Hairston

Spymaster Djola and 
griot-in-training Awa must
save their homeland from a
changing world. 

The Jasmine Throne
Tasha Suri

The first book in the Burning
Kingdoms series, this is an
epic fantasy about a priestess
and a princess entangled 
by destiny and the politics 
of empire. 

The Spear Cuts Through Water
Simon Jimenez

An imprisoned god escapes
captivity and embarks on a
quest to end the vicious reign
of her own children.


